CONFLICT STYLE SELF-ASSESSMENT
Responding to Others

Choose which conflict mode is being employed with each response.
COMPETING
− The
competing
personSALES
may feel
that you are criticizing him or her.
CONFLICT
MODE
MANAGER
− Others may not understand
where
the competing
person
is coming
I’m open
to whatever
you think
would
be best.from.
Just let me know what you

want me to do.
Be assertive, but choose your words carefully. Don’t be afraid to ask a competing person about their motives
and to share your own.
I know we need to react, but I’m not convinced that reducing head count is

the answer. I’ve been looking into some other ideas that I would like to
discuss with you to see if we can come up with some creative options
together.
− The collaborating person
may feel that you are dumping all responsibility, or not cooperating, or that you
are unappreciative.
I don’t
believe reducing
count isorthe
best way
to more
cut expenses.
Thatthan they
− Others may feel that the
collaborating
personhead
is meddling
making
things
complicated
would
hurt
productivity
and
service
levels.
Let
me
tell
you
a
plan
I
think
will
need to be.
make both of us happy.

COLLABORATING

Take time to acknowledge the collaborating person’s good intentions, and set clear boundaries.
There is no need to reduce head count. I have everything under control.
COMPROMISING
With the changes I’ve made you will begin to see significant improvement
very soon.
− The compromising person may feel that you are unreasonable or slow to agree.
− Others may feel that the
stand
forindustry
anythingisor
wants toI resolve
Withcompromising
the economyperson
the waydoesn’t
it is, the
whole
suffering.
think weeverything
in quick-fix fashion. should reassess the ridiculous pricing schedule we got handed from
Accounting.
Explain that you do not want to be unreasonable, but that certain concerns must be addressed before you can
feel comfortable with the resolution.
AVOIDING
− The avoiding person may feel pushed by you, and further retreat.
− Others may feel that the avoiding person “doesn’t care” or that he or she is not capable.
Be persistent, but gentle. For example, accept that the avoiding person is “too busy” and ask when would be a
better time.
ACCOMMODATING
− The accommodating person may feel that you are taking advantage of him or her, and that you care only
about your own concerns.
− Others may feel that the accommodating person is a pushover.
Ask the accommodating person about his or her needs and concerns. Let the person know that you are trusting
him or her to be forthcoming.

